Prenatal development of mouse central nervous structures: time of neuron origin and gradients of neuronal production. A radioautographic study.
In order to obtain an overall view of neurogenesis in the main central nervous structures of the mouse, we have undertaken a systematic study of the time of neuron origin and of the gradients of neuronal production. The animals were the offspring of pregnant females given a pulse label of 3H-thymidine on selected days after conception. These days were chosen to cover the principal brain development stages: E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, E13.5, E14.5, E15.5, E16.5, E17.5 and E18.5. The offspring were sacrificed during the fourth postnatal week and labeling indices were calculated in the different brain structures. The study of labeling indices as a function of the day of injection and of the brain level studied provided us with information on the major periods of neuronal proliferation in these structures and allowed us to analyse the formation gradients inside a given nervous structure. As a whole, for a majority of nervous structures (olfactory, cortical, septal, hippocampal, preoptic, thalamic, epithalamic, hypothalamic and cerebellar structures), our results are in good agreement with the already published observations. However, we outlined two major phenomena apparently unobserved until now in the mouse: the first is a rostrocaudal gradient of neuronal production in the inferior colliculi, and the second is the long period of neuronal proliferation in the caudate nucleus lasting from E11.5 to E18.5, along a complex inside-out and mediolateral gradient.